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persuaded‚ cajoled and bullied
into calling the On.  Further
delays then occurred with
everybody milling around, since
nobody, to that point, had been
able to find any flour.  An absence
of yelping dogs (Molly doesn’t
count.  She’s far too experienced
a hash dog and she doesn’t yelp.
Nor does Trevor.) made the
milling rather a peaceable and
elegant event -- more a
conversazione than anything.

Problem solved, flour just
outside the car park entrance
where nobody had thought to
look, and Veggie Queen forgot her
brief from Belcher that she was to
tell the pack which way was the
On.  And now comes the question
that has taxed philosophers since
Aristotle argued the nature of
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objective truth in the Academy at
Athens: when is a back check a
false trail, or‚ vice versa?

Those who reached the western
gate found a flour F and an arrow
pointing back the way they had
come.  Now, the letter F could be
taken to stand for many things.
Falsie would be an obvious
interpretation, but a mile long
false trail, since a false trail
should take you back to the last
check, surely not!   Never on a
SH3 trail! Well, there were some,
few, who did figure it for a back
check and found flour leading
down through  the vines and so
to home. And there were others
who did other things.

One way and another, all
managed to get back. Tail-enders,

which included some of the
normal hashers, made it within an
hour and forty or so, arriving just
in time to see the hare, as stand-in
GM, giving himself a down-
down.  Featherlight, as guest RA,
did for the sinners.

And in the pub, what was the F
for? That was so that everybody
knew it was a back check, claimed
Belcher, the hare.  Anyway, Cool
Running had been briefed to
explain it to any confused soul.
In the event, Cool Running
admitted to being as confused as
anyone, and he wasn’t there
anyway.

With a keen sense of
disappointment that they were
not immediately going to be
asked to ford the raging Mole, off
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There are those who went off to
France, contributing to global
warming problems by
unnecessary leisure flights and
methane gas emission, a
byproduct caused by excessive
consumption of over-rich French
cooking. Then there are those
more responsible individuals who
stayed at home and did THE
Vineyard run.  So it was that a
goodly pack foreswore the
slightly inclement weather and
gathered in the Stepping Stones
car park, keenly anticipating
another healthy and invigorating
Sunday morning.

After a slight delay while a
responsible official was
identified, Mrs. Robinson was

went the pack, down the A24,
across and into Denbies.

A leisurely stroll past the
bodega and between the vines,
with the occasional grape
sampling taking place  (this is not
going to be a vintage year) led the
pack  across the North Downs
Way and into Westhumble
village, from whence the trail
went somewhere.  Precisely
where remains a matter of widely
diverse opinion. Even the hare
seemed uncertain. That the river
was reached at some point by
some seems agreed. That the trail
turned and somehow got back
onto the track skirting the upper
edge of the vineyard is fact, since
it then meandered for a checkless
mile to the western end of
Denbies.

Finally, to fill in the space, for
those of you who missed it in the
newspapers. Two thugs who
threw a brick at a coach got into
trouble. The coach was full of
Hashers who sprinted after the
youths, caught them and handed
them over to the police. Can you
imagine what would have
happened if that had been an SH3
coach?

Ed .note:  The above article was labo-
riously manually translated from some
obscure Ludddite-favored Lotus word-
processing language and probably con-
tains countless errors and inaccuracies.

Tosser
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1749 19-Oct The Boundah Gatwick-ish

1750 26-Oct First On & Low Profile Grayshott

1751 02-Nov Brannigan Combo

1752 09-Nov Clutching Hand Cobham

1753 16-Nov Hornblower & Strumpet

Run 1748

Date 12-Oct-08

Hare Arfur Pint, Olive Oyl

Venue West Horsley

On On William IV

OS

PostCode KT24 6AT

Directions:

The Receding Hare-Line
Runs start at 11:00 sharp!

Note: website www.surreyh3.org for on-line details
Hare Raizor Info & Scribings to: onsec@surreyh3.org
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From south take A25 until it becomes A246 at Clandon and proceed
to West Horsley. Go straight over roundabout at Bell & Colvile garage
and park on slip road on left leading to Cranmore school.
From other way approach West Horsley on A246 from Epsom, pass
St Mary's church on left and continue until roundabout by Bell &
Colvile. Go all the way round and park on slip road on left.
If easier post code is KT24 6AT and Google it for yourselves!

Don’t Forget......
11 Oct — Ruperts Bear Cats Trad Jazz night
(featuring Hornblower) 8:00 at Kingswood Village
Club - £4. Fish & Chips - £5 - Order by 9 Oct. 01737
833408  Brighton Road, Lower Kingswood KT20 6SZ.

17 Jan 2009 — Christmas Party in Canterbury

22-24 May 2009  —  Eurohash 2009-Antalya, Turkey.
See website for details. Registration Euro 200 until
31/10/08, then Euro 300.  Prelube 20 &21 May.  See
Fethiye H3 website

Charity Barn Dance & Raffle
Friday, 31 October 2008   7:30 till 11:30
St. Michael’s Church Hall, Ashtead — The Marl (off
Woodfield Lane)

£10 - includes quality Food, Band, and Caller

Bring your own Booze, Cutlery & Drinking Vessel

FRENCH Vineyard Hash Commemorative Doggerel
(Ukulele performance upon request)

Dog Whuppers

How 'bout them dog-whuppers, aint they slick? Whuppin' them doggies with a big stick.

Whuppin' them purebreds, whuppin' them mutts. Whuppin' them poor little doggie butts.

Pick up a weapon to go whuppin' on a dog, Some like a whippy stick; some use a log.

Them paranoid canine-haters look quite absurd. The doggie defense: make 'em step on a turd.

How to be a dog whupper:  Anyone can hack it.  Get a stick, find a dog, haul off and whack it!

Cookie Woofers

How 'bout them cookie woofers, listen to them moan.  In the loo a-huggin on the porcelain throne.

Them poor green sickey ones when it comes to chow,  —Pukin' it later, eatin’ it now.

Look at them pukey ones ain’t they funny,  Runnin’ round wild-eyed lookin for a dunny.

Them disgustin' cookie woofers ain't they a bunch,  Always runnin' off to blow their lunch.

How to be a  cookie woofer:  Impossible to blunder!  Get good and sick, blow out that chunder!

Hashers
How to be a hasher? The answer is clear!
Run around outdoors a while, go and chug a beer.


